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Cross the climbing beam
Balkan is one of the balance equipment options in the Basic series.
The climbing beam adds variety to the obstacle course. Here the
children must balance on the climbing net and cross to the other side
in order to continue through the course.

Besides being a fun element on the obstacle course, the climbing
activities on Balkan also improve the children’s gross motor skills and
develop their brain. Cross-body movements with the arms and legs
strengthen the neural activity between the two sides of the brain, and
this interaction is used when learning to read and write.

The series assortment of stepping stones and balance equipment can
be put together to create a fun obstacle course, or they can be used
individually as extra parts on the playground. When children use their
ability to balance and take part in games on the balancing equipment,
they stimulate their cerebellum. The cerebellum controls the muscle
strength used when children, for example, hold a pen or lift a glass of
water, thus making it beneficial for their further development to
participate in games such as the floor is made of lava. Likewise the
game tag also improves the children’s spatial awareness, as they
must constantly keep an eye on the one catching them and where
they have to go next.

Can be mounted directly on the ground
All balance equipment can be mounted directly on the ground, which
means that you do not have to use money on a safety surface. The
equipment also comes in all price ranges and gives you endless
possibilities, as you can combine them exactly as you wish.

Why buy LEDON Basic?
All the basic elements required for a good-quality, low-priced
playground

Compact towers that require a minimum of space.

The systems are available in a wide range of variants to meet all
needs.

Providing basic motor challenges is paramount – even for older
children.

Easily integrates with both existing play environments or can be
combined with LEDON’s other theme worlds.

Like LEDON’s other series, it is a top-quality playground requiring a
minimum of maintenance.

SpecificationsSpecifications

Order number
LB055G: In-ground mounting
Order number
LB055G: In-ground mounting

Product dimensions (LxWxH)
140 x 139 x 100 cm
Product dimensions (LxWxH)
140 x 139 x 100 cm

Area requirement incl. safety distances
(LxW)
440 x 439 cm

Area requirement incl. safety distances
(LxW)
440 x 439 cm

Maximum fall height
92 cm
Maximum fall height
92 cm

Age recommendation
From 4 years
Age recommendation
From 4 years

Approximate installation time
2 persons 2 hours
Approximate installation time
2 persons 2 hours

Why choose LEDON:Why choose LEDON:

Danish design and productionDanish design and production

Playground equipment developed in
cooperation with children
Playground equipment developed in
cooperation with children

Low maintenance playgroundsLow maintenance playgrounds

Made with sustainable materialsMade with sustainable materials

EN1176 certified by TÜVEN1176 certified by TÜV

Click here to see more about the product on our website: 
https://www.ledonplay.com/product/lb055/
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